
We believe that every adoption is a success story, but there are some that stand out in our memories. 

Some of the success stories we are most proud of include Jessica Rabbit, Benny and Anisette. These 

are their stories.  

Jessica Rabbit 

Jessica Rabbit was a tiny black female we rescued from outside. 

She had a funny hop to her stride, and was soon diagnosed with 

Spina Bifida. We thought she would possibly be a forever foster 

due to her medical condition. To our delight, a wonderful family 

from Massachusetts saw her profile online and applied for her 

after only a few months in our care. What makes her story one of 

our favorites is that she was adopted as a companion to a little 

girl who also has Spina Bifida.  They changed her name to Soot, 

and even created a Facebook and Instagram page to educate 

people on Spina Bifida and share their stories. Two years later 

the family returned and adopted a little sister for Soot. (IG: 

@sootsbkitty FB: Soot the Kitty with Spina Bifida) 

 

Benny 

Benny was an adorable black and white boy who had an unfortunate heart 

condition which required daily medication. We were asked by a local shelter to 

take him in as his condition, though manageable, meant he was less adoptable 

and therefore more likely to be euthanized. Benny moved into our Petsmart 

location and became an instant volunteer favorite with his big eyes. Soon after, 

a woman who was a professional nurse adopted him. We disclosed his 

condition, but she was not intimidated by it or the need for daily medication.   

 

Anisette 

Another instance where we were asked to 

pull an animal was Anisette. Ani, as the 

volunteers all called her, was surrendered to 

the shelter as an overweight lady with an 

attitude who was diagnosed as pre-diabetic. 

She would have been euthanized at the 

shelter had she remained there. We took her 

in and immediately started her on a weight 

management plan of diet and exercise. Ani 

reigned over the volunteers and other cats 

with her queenly attitude, picking a select 

few people to allow for pets and love. Ani was our ruler for 633 days before she met her match and got 

adopted into a home where she was loved because of her sassiness.   Ani, now called Mayari, and her 

tortitude, still watch over us at our Milltown location. We get to follow her adventures in her new 

kingdom on Instagram as well. (@Tortietuding) 


